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The classification of generalized towers of flag-transitive circular extensions of the 
sporadic A7-geometry is completed by characterizing two flat geometries on 16 
points, constructed in terms of the Steiner system S(24, 8, 5), as the flag-transitive 
circular extensions of the duals of the sporadic AT-geometry and the Neumaier 
geometry for As, and then by showing the non-existence of flag-transitive circular 
extensions of these geometries. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this note,  we basical ly  follow the s t a n d a r d  no t a t i on  of ( incidence) 
geometr ies  in [3J ,  toge ther  with the no t a t i on  ffF and N ( F )  for denot ing  the 
res idue of  a geomet ry  ff a t  a flag F and  the set of e lements  of  N (the set 
of /-varieties)  inc ident  with F, respectively. W e  also assume tha t  the 
geometr ies  we cons ider  are  res idual ly  connected.  

A circular extension of a geomet ry  ~ is a geomet ry  f # =  (f¢o .... , fgr; *) 
with the residues ff~, at  e lements  P ~ fro i somorph ic  to W ,  in which the 
residues ffv at  flags F of  type {0, i} are i somorph ic  to a circle geomet ry  for 
i =  1 and  general ized digons  for any  i =  2 ..... r. A ci rcular  extension of  
a geomet ry  W be longing  to a d i ag ram X is called a c.X-geometry.  
A sequence (f¢o .... .  f~n) of  geometr ies  is called a tower (resp. generalized 
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tower) of circular extensions of a geometry fq o if fg" is a circular extension 
of (¢~- 1 (resp. f#i- 1 or its dual) for each i = 1 ..... n. 

Recently, much work has been done to classify towers of flag-transitive 
circular extensions of geometries belonging to spherical diagrams or their 
duals. Specifically, those of Cn-geometries or their duals came to attention, 
because they contain interesting examples related with the sporadic simple 
groups McL, HS, Suz, Co2, Co3, Co 1, F22, F23, F¢_4, and M, as well as 
some infinite families of examples related with classical linear groups [8]. 
The classification of flag-transitive c.Cn-geometries pioneered by [2] has 
recently been completed by [4] when n/> 3, and by [2, 4, 9] when n = 2 
and the starting C2-geometries are classical. Towers of flag-transitive cir- 
cular extensions of C,-geometries are completely classified by [5] for n ~> 3 
and for classical C2-geometry modulo some special cases. Some progress is 
reported [10] on the classification of flag-transitive circular extensions of 
duals of some buildings of type C3. 

Since flag-transitive geometries of type C, are not always buildings, a 
non-classical example naturally occurs in the classification of flag-transitive 
c.C~-geometries. It was first found by Neumaier I-7] and called the 
Neumaier geometry in I-4, p. 258]. This is a circular extension of the 
sporadic AT-geometry 5 e, which is the unique known example of a finite 
thick flag-transitive geometry belonging to the diagram C3 but not a build- 
ing (see a survey [6] on C,-geometries). Note that the above classification 
[4] also implies that (5 e, e(SP)) is the unique maximal tower of flag-trans- 
itive circular extensions of the sporadic Av-geometry, where c(Se) denotes 
the Neumaier geometry. 

In this note, we complete the classification of generalized towers of flag- 
transitive circular extensions of the duals of the sporadic AT-geometry. 
Precisely, we first characterize the flag-transitive circular extensions of the 
duals of the sporadic AT-geometry and the Neumaier geometry, and then 
prove the non-existence of flag-transitive circular extensions of these 
geometries. 

THEOREM 1.1. There is a unique isomorphism class of flag-transitive cir- 
cular extensions of the dual of the sporadic A7-geometry. It is a flat geometry 
defined on 16 points with the full automorphism group 24 : A 7. 

THEOREM 1.2. There is a unique isomorphism class of flag-transitive cir- 
cular extensions of the dual of the Neumaier geometry. It is a flat geometry 
defined on 16 points with the full automorphism group 2 4 :A8. 

THEOREM 1.3, For each geometry in the theorems above, there is no flag- 
transitive circular extension of it. 
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These theorems and the uniqueness of the maximal tower of flag- 
transitive circular extension of the spodradic A7-geometry imply 
that (~ ,  c5 p, c((eSP)*)) and (5 °, c(SP*), c((eS~)*)) are all the maximal 
generalized towers of flag-transitive circular extensions of the sporadic 
AT-geometry, where e(5 p*) and c((cSf)*) are the geometries in Theorems 
1.1 and 1.2, respectively (the latter can also be viewed as an extension of 
the dual c (J*)) .  See Fig. 1. 

The geometries in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 above can be constructed as 
follows in terms of the Steiner system S(24, 8, 5) on the set £2 of 24 letters 
with the set (9 of blocks (usually called oetads). This construction is an 
extension of a presentation of the Neumaier geometry implicitly used in [7, 
Prop. lJ.  We fix an octad (9, and let ~0, if4, gl, and g3 be the set of 16 
letters of £2 - O, the set of 8 letters of O, the set of (~6) = 120 pairs of letters 
of £2 - O, and the set of (~) = 28 pairs of letters of O, respectively. We call 
elements of go, if1, g3, and g4 points, lines, dual lines, and dual points, 
respectively. 

Recall that any subset T of £2 of four letters determines a unique sextet 
{T i ] i-- 1 .... ,6} with T =  T1, where a sextet means a 6-tuple of 4-subsets 
T~. ( i=  1 .... ,6)  of£2 such that U6=~ Ti=£2 and T iu  Tj is an octad for any 
1 ~< i <j~< 6. We define the set ~2 of planes as the set of ordered pairs 
(T1, T2) of a 4-subset T~ of O and a 4-subset T2 of £2-  O in the sextet 
determined by T~. Since there are 70= (48) 4-subsets of O, we have 
J g2[ = 70.4 = 280. 

Now we define the incidence • on 04= o ~.  All elements of % w g~ are 
incident with all elements of g3 ~ g4. A point (resp. dual point) P is inci- 
dent with a line (resp. dual line) l if and only if P is contained in/ .  For a 
plane u = (T1, 7"2) e ~2, u is incident with X s  g0 ~ gl (resp. X~ g3 u g4) if 
and only if X is a subset of T; (resp. T1). 

It is straightforward to verify that the resulting geometry ~ =  
((go, ~1, g2, g3, g4; *) is a circular extension of the dual of the Neumaier 
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geometry, on which the stabilizer ( ~ 2 4 : A 8 )  of an octad O in 
Aut(S(24, 8, 5 ) ) ~  M 2 4  acts flag-transitively. In the proof of Theorem 1.2, 
we also show that Aut(N) ~ 24 : A 8 is the unique flag-transitive group on (9. 
The residue )ff := ~Q at a dual point Q is a flag-transitive circular extension 
of the dual of the sporadic AT-geometry. We have I~1 = 16, 120, 140, and 
7, respectively, for i --- 0, 1, 2, and 3. In the proof of Theorem 1.1, we show 
that Aut(W) --- 24 : A 7 is the unique flag-transitive group on W. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

We first summarize some definitions. 
A geometry 9 = (~1, ..., ~¢r; *) is called fiat if all elements of ~1 are inci- 

dent with all elements of ~r. A collinearity graph F= F(~9) of 9 is a graph 
(with multiple edges) defined on ~1 by declaring that two vertices x and y 
of ~1 are joined by an edge labelled by an element l e ~2 whenever x and 
y are incident with l. Two elements of 91 are called collinear if they are 
joined by an edge in F(~).  We say that a geometry c~ satisfies the (LL) 
property when the collinearity graph F(N) of fq has no multiple edges, that 
is, any two distinct elements of 9~ are incident with at most one element 
of f¢2. 

For  a flag-transitive geometry N, Aut(~)  means the full automorphism 
group of 9. If it is known that f# has a smallest flag-transitive subgroup 
of Aut(N) (which is true for any flag-transitive classical c.Cn-geometry 
[4, Tables]),  we denote it by M(ff). For  a flag-transitive group G on fq, 
GF means the stabilizer of a flag F in G. We follow the Atlas notation [1]  
to denote isomorphism classes of groups. 

Now we note some elementary lemmas, in which Lemma 2.2 is known as 
the remark following Lemma 2 in [9]  or as Lemma 6 in [4].  

LEMMA 2.1. For a circular extension aj = (C~o ..... c~r; , )  of a geometry J/g, 
the following hold. 

The collinearity graph F of ~ is connected. 

I f  ~ is fiat, all elements of ~qo w ~l are incident with all elements 

(1) 

(2) 
o f ~ .  

Proof. Claim (1) is easily verified by induction on the rank of ovf. Take 
any n e f~r and any P e go incident with re. For  any line m incident with P, 
m is incident with n, since 9~, ~ ~ is a flat geometry. Thus any element 
Q e go(m) is also incident with re. Then it follows from claim (1) above that 
all elements of f#0 are incident with re. Similarly, we can also show that 
every element of ~1 is incident with all elements of ~r. | 
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LEMMA 2.2. Assume that ~f  = (H1 ..... ~ ;  , )  is a flag-transitive 
geometry in which any minimal flag-transitive automorphism group acts 
primitively on the set ~ffl. I f  (# = (% ..... fir; *) is a circular extension of ~ ,  
then it satisfies the (LL) property. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let ff be a circular extension of a geometry J r =  
(Yt~, ..., ~ ;  *), admitting a flag-transitive group G ~ Aut((¢). I f  one of the 

following conditions is satisfied, then the stabilizer Gp of P~ff0 acts 
faithfully on the residue fie of  (# at P. 

(1) The geometry J f  is flat, and Aut( ~,~f ) acts faithfully on the set ~rr. 

(2) The residues of 2/f at flags of cotype {2, i} are generalized digons 
for any i =  3 ..... r except one, and the subgroup of Aut (Yf )  fixing an element 
x ~ ~1 acts faithfully on the set of elements of  ~ eollinear with x. 

Proof Let K~o be the kernel of the action of the stabilizer Gp of P ~ % 
on the residue fop at P. For any element Q ~ (¢o collinear with P, the image 
KQKp/Kp is a subgroup of Aut(ffe)= Aut(Yg). Assume that condition (1) 
holds. Since Q is incident with any 7r ~ (¢r by Lemma 1(2), KQ acts trivially 
on fgr(P)= ~ .  By our assumption, KQKp/Ke is the trivial group, and so 
we have K o = KQ. By Lemma 1(1), this implies that Ke fixes all points. 
Hence, it fixes all varieties. Thus Ke = 1. 

Assume that condition (2) holds. Let l be an element of (¢1(P) = ~ inci- 
dent with Q, and let m be an element of ~ collinear with l. Then there is 
an element u ~ ff2(P) = Yf2 incident with both 1 and m. Since ((90(u), (#l(u); *) 
is a circle geometry by our assumption, I and m can be identified with pairs 
{P, Q} and {P, R} of elements of %(u), respectively. Then there is a 
unique element n ~ f91(u) incident with Q and R. Since KQ fixes n and so R, 
it also fixes m. Thus the image of KQ in Ge/Ke fixes every element of (91(P) 
collinear with l, and therefore it is trivial by our assumption. Thus we have 
Kp = 1 by Lemma 2.1(1). | 

3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 

Proof of  Theorem 1.l. Let (#= (fro, (#1, (#2, %; *) be a circular extension 
of the dual ~ of the sporadic Ay-geometry , admitting a flag-transitive 
group G, and let (P, l, u, re) be a maximal flag of (¢. We first remark some 
facts obtained by recalling a usual presentation of the sporadic 
AT-geometry, the dual of Jr .  We may identify ~3 and ~2 with the sets 
{1 .... ,7} of 7 letters and (37) = 35 triples of 7 letters, respectively. There are 
30 different presentations of the projective plane PG(3, 2) on the 7 letters, 
on which the alternating group A 7 has two orbits of length 15. The set 
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corresponds to one orbit. The incidence is given by natural inclusion. Note 
that the geometry g(f is flat and that Aut(~f ~) = M(ggf)~ A 7 acts faithfully 
and primitively on both ~1 and ~3. 

By Lemma2.1(2), the geometry g is flat. Since Aut(W)~A7 acts 
primitively on the set ~ ,  g satisfies the (LL) property by Lemma 2.2. It 
follows from Lemma2.3 (1) that we have Gp_~A 7 for a point P~go.  In 
particular, IGI = 24 IA7 [. 

Since the residue g~e, ~ is a classical generalized quadrangle W(2) for the 
symplectic group 84(2), it follows from the classification of flag-transitive 
classical c. C2-geometries (e.g., [4, Th. 4]) that g~ is isomorphic either to 
an affine polar space related to the polar space for $6(2 ) or to a geometry 

on 16 points (the standard quotient of the afflne polar space for 25A6). 
Suppose g~ is an affine polar space. Since affine polar spaces satisfy the 
intersection property and the (BH) property, g~ is uniquely determined 
by its collinearity graph ([4,2.1], especially the comment on p. 256). 
Thus g2(r0 is uniquely determined by g~=~(~)  ( i=0,  1). Since G acts 
on ~ ( i=0,  1), this implies that G also acts on gz(rC). By the transitivity 
of G on g2, we have g2 = gz(rC). Then every n ~ g3 is incident with every 
x ~ g2, which cannot occur in the sporadic A7-geometry gp. Thus we have 
g~ ~ ~ ,  in which the collinearity graph is a complete graph (so it does not 
uniquely determine ~ )  and M ( ~ )  - 24 : A 6 with the stabilizers of elements 
of go(re) isomorphic to A 6. In particular, O2(Gz~ ) ~ G p  = 1 and therefore 
O2(G~) ~ 24 coincides with the kernel K of the action of G on the set g3 of 
7 dual points. Thus G is a non-trivial split extension of Gp_~A 7 by K~24. 
Since there is a unique conjugacy class of subgroups isomorphic to A 7 in 
the group A8 ~ GL4(2), the action of Gp on K is uniquely determined. Thus 
the structure of G is uniquely determined. 

Since g is a fiat geometry satisfying the (LL) property, we have Igol = 
[g0(~)[ = 16, [gl[ = [g0(P)[ " [go[/2= (126) and [g31 = [g3(P)[ =7, and the 
incidence on go ~ gx u g3 is uniquely determined. Note that this is equiv- 
alent to say that G and the parabolic subgroups Gp, G~, G~ together with 
their intersections are uniquely determined. (We already have G~ and G~. 
The group G~ is determined as N~(Gp, Q) = Cx(Ge, Q) × G~, Q ~- 2 x L3(2), 
where we identify l with go(l) = {P, Q} by the (LL) property.) In order to 
determine the incidence between g2 and other varieties, we show that G 
and the parabolic subgroups G,, G,, ~ (x = P,/, ~) are uniquely determined. 
Then g can be uniquely reconstructed as a coset geometry from G and its 
parabolic subgroups. 

The parabolics G~,~ (x =P , / ,  ~) are easy to determine in the parabolic 
G~. Observing the dual of the sporadic AT-geometry ge and G~ ~A7, we 
see that G e , ~  (3 x A4).2 induces $3 on the set gl(P, u), which corresponds 
to the set go(u) -  {P} of three points. Thus G~ induces $4 on go(U) with 
the kernel K ~ = G ~ , t , ~ A 4 .  Since G~,~ is a maximal subgroup of Gp 
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normalizing K,, it follows from the fact that G is a split extension of 
Ge by K that we have N a ( K , ) =  CK(Ku)Ge.u. Since GucNG(K,) and 
IG:Gu[ = If#2[ =35  [~ol/4= 140, we have G~=N~(Ku), which is uniquely 
determined by G and the parabolics in G~. Hence G and all parabolics of 
G are uniquely determined, which implies the uniqueness of N. | 

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let ~ = (No, f¢1, fq2, ~3, fq4; *) be a circular 
extension of the dual of the Neumaier geometry, and let (P, l, u, m, Q) be 
a maximal flag of ~. Then A u t ( f f e ) = M ( ~ e ) ~ A 8  acts faithfully and 
primitively both on NI(P) and N4(P) [7, Sect. 33. Thus by Lemma 2.2 and 
2.3 (1), ~ satisfies the (LL) property and the stabilizer G~ acts faithfully on 
the residue fgp. In particular, Gp ~As .  

Note that the dual ~* of N is also a circular extension of the dual of the 
unique flag-transitive geometry in Theorem 1.1. Then Aut(f4Q)= M(NQ)= 
24:A7 acts faithfully and primitively both on No(Q) and N3(Q)- Thus by 
Lemma 2.2 and 2.3 (1), f¢* satisfy the (LL) property and the stabilizer GQ 
acts faithfully on the residue NQ. In particular, GQ ~ 24 : A7. 

By applying Lemma 2.1(2) to ~ and fq*, all elements of N0 to N1 are inci- 
dent with all elements of ~(~3t,-) ~4 . In particular, If¢ol = 1%(0)1 = 16 and 
1(¢41=[~¢4(e)l=N. Since N and f¢* satisfy the (LL) property, we have 
IN  I = (~6) = 120 a n d  I(¢11 = (2*) = 28. M o r e o v e r ,  the  inc idence  on  fro u N1 
and N3 to ~f4 is uniquely determined. In order to determine f¢2 and the 
remaining incidence, we have to determine G and the stabilizers Gu, Gx, u 
(x=P,l ,m,Q).  

Let K be the kernel of the action of G on ~4. Then G/K is a subgroup 
of $8. Since $8 does not contain any subgroup of shape 2"A7 (n>  1), we 
have 02(GQ)= K. Since [GI = 8 IGQ I, G is a non-trivial split extension of 
Ge_~A8 by K=24.  Since As~GL4(2), the structure of G is uniquely 
determined. Now, observing Ge~-A8, the kernel Ku of G~ on the set 
No(U) = ~o(U, Q) of four points coincides with G~, l.. ~- A4. Then NG(K.) = 
CK(K.)NGp(K.), and Ge,.  is a subgroup of NGe(K.)~-(A4xA4)2 of 
index 2. Since ]~2]= ]~01" If¢2(P)l/4 = 280 = 2IG:Nc(Ku)I, the stabilizer G~ 
is uniquely determined as Cx(K,) G~, ,. The stabilizers Gx,, (x = P, l, m, Q) 
are determined by observing G x. Thus the geometry ~ is uniquely 
determined. | 

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Suppose there is a circular extension ~ of the 
geometry J~ in Theorem 1.1, admitting a flag-transitive group G, and let 
(P, l, u, e, ~z) be a maximal flag of f¢. Since G~ acts flag-transitively on a 
geometry (~o(~), %(c~), f¢2(~); . )  belonging to the diagram c.C, G~ acts 
triply transitive on the set No(C0. Since the stabilizer of l in Aut(~)-___ 
2 4 : A  7 acts faithfully on the set of elements of ~ collinear with l, 
the stabilizer Ge acts faitfully on the residue ffe by Lemma2.3 (2). 
Observing f#e, we may verify that Ge.~-~ 22(3 x A 4 ) 2  induces $4 on the 
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set f l (P ,  e) of four elements. Thus G~ induces $5 on the set fo(e) of five 
points. Note that the kernel K~ of the action of G~ on fr0(e) coincides with 
Ge; t, u, ~ =~ A4 and that Aut(A4) does not contain As. Thus there is a sub- 
group A---As of G~ centralizing K~ with G~ = (K, x A)2. Since there is an 
element of order 3 of Ge, t, ~ ~- (3 x A4)2 inducing a 3-cycle on fro(e), we 
conclude that A ~ Ge, t v a 1. Let K be the kernel of the action of G on f4. 
Since f is flat by Lemma 2.1(2), ]f4[ = [f4(P)[ = 8  and so G/K is a sub- 
group of $8. By the proof of Theorem 1.1, we know KnGe,  l= 1. Since 
A~-A5 and A n G e ,  t ¢ l ,  the image of A in G/K is isomorphic to A. 
However, since K.  n K =  1, this implies that G/K contains a subgroup 
isomorphic to A4 x As, which is a contradiction. Hence there is no flag- 
transitive circular extension of the geometry Jt ° in Theorem 1.1. Since ~ is 
the residue of the geometry S in Theorem 1.2 at P s So,  there is no flag- 
transitive circular extension of ~ .  | 
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